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On Preferences
by Mikki Morrissette and Lydia Moran

W e all wore uniforms 
at my Catholic 
elementary school, 

including the nuns and priest 
— I think to keep us from 

standing out as individuals. 
When I had the freedom 
to choose my own daily 
wardrobe, it took me a long 
time to figure out what my 

style actually was. 
Today, I have a penchant for wearing black with flowing 

tops. I know many people who love to wear jeans, sweatshirts 
and baseball caps. In my life, and in society in general, we 
accept these kinds of differences without argument.

In science fiction, we see style conformity often used as a 
structure to keep people in order, categorized. Wiping out 

personal choice is the equivalent of wiping out identity. 
In real life, we also sometimes demand conformity; some 

find it safe and comforting. Others see opportunities to 
enrich, enliven, and learn by standing out. 

Minnesota Women’s Press sees our mission as bridging that 
gap. How can stories help more people realize that variety in 
the way we express ourselves is not innately a scary concept?

Embracing variety is one reason this issue is guest edited 
by Lydia Moran, our assistant editor and a recent graduate of 
Oberlin College. As with every magazine, we include a wide 
swath of experiences, perspectives, and styles. This time, the 
voices were curated by someone other than myself. A hope in 
this year of 2020 Vision is that we continue to pay attention to 
many points of view from women around the state.

This month’s topic: How are society’s tastes changing?

It is tricky, with a unique women’s magazine like this one, to 
cover the topics of food and fashion without seeming like 
we are taking the editorial approach of many traditional 

women’s magazines. But there is much more to write about 
than how society wants us to dress and eat.

What we put in and on our bodies has the power to ground 
us in our environment and express our identity. Dressing 
is a means of connection to a larger system. What we eat 
determines how we feel — but in ways that are much more 
complex and alive than dominant culture typically recognizes. 

I saw this theme as an opportunity to invert the common 
and reductive approach to food and fashion. In the following 
pages, you will find stories on how returning to Native food 
systems is one way to heal ancestral trauma, how food can be 
medicine, how what we wear is connected to an increasingly 
wasteful supply chain, and how fashion has the power to 
celebrate our sense of self and give us drive to succeed.

Discovering our taste is one way we find who we are. What 

we like is not fixed, however. As a 
young adult, I watch my friends 
redefine themselves daily. 

At times I find that when I stop 
liking something — a recipe, 
a song, an old sweater — it 
feels as if I am losing a part of 
myself. But this is a limited view 
of what identity actually is. My 
tastes change as I change, as my 
community changes, and as I 
inevitably gain new experiences. 
I am beginning to understand 
that “taste” is not a set of likes 
and dislikes that will stay with 
me for the rest of my life. It is the process of identifying the 
source of a spark — that gut-centered leap of wonder — and 
learning how to nourish it.

In “The Year of 20/20 Vision,” Minnesota Women’s Press themes are focused on seeing long-
entrenched issues in new ways, and offering action steps and education for change.

http://womenspress.com
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 In Response to “The Struggle to Build a Family”
In our January 2020 “Origins” issue, we featured the story 

of an adoptive parent. Author Shannon Gibney, an adoptee, 
offered her perspective.

I am not “anti-adoption,” or an “angry adoptee,” or 
“maladjusted,” or “had a bad experience with her adoptive 
family,” or even “anti-gay families” (people have lobbed 
that at me when I have made similar critiques). But this 
narrative is the type that makes adoptees want to tear our 
hair out.

1) It centers adoptive parent experience, to the exclusion 
of the already marginalized adoptee and birth parent(s).

2) The adoptive parent experience, which we have heard 
in exclusion to the adoptee and birth parent experience, 
is about the “hardships” of “a system set up against them.” 
Any policies and/or barriers to white, able-bodied, cis-
gendered, middle class “good people” wishing to adopt are 
seen as cruel.

3) It positions the adoptee as an object in a politically 
positive or neutral family-building “transaction,” usually 
involving the adoptee and the birth mother as merely a 
means to accomplishing said family-building agenda. The 
adoptee is never seen as a subject — a person — in their 
own right (with their own legitimate and evolving story).

4) The adoptee must always be infantilized in order 
for this narrative to achieve its intended emotional 
arc. The story of the adult adoptee estranged from his 
grown adoptive parents due to their inability to view and 
thoughtfully engage with the complexity of his identity 
would not achieve the tried and true ethos of this well-
worn narrative.

5) There is no mention of the loss and trauma of the 
other members of the adoption triad that is necessary 
to “build the family” and “make our [adoptive parents’] 
dreams a reality.”

6) There is no recognition of the racial complexity of 
transracial adoption, and the fact that this particular 
young man will grow up to be a man of color in a racist 
culture. How will these particular parents equip him to 
deal with this unfortunate reality?

7) One social malaise (homophobia) is used in order 
to obscure another social malaise (women having to give 
up their children due to lack of family, social, health, 
emotional, and other forms of support).

Correction
In our January issue we indicated a bill did not pass in 

the last legislative session to establish medical assistance 
reimbursement rates for doula services. The HF 259 
legislation did pass as part of the HHS Omnibus bill.

Recommended Reading 
Thanks to an affiliate partnership with Magers & 

Quinn booksellers, Minnesota Women’s Press readers 
who want to dive deeper into our monthly themes are 
able to place online orders that contribute a percentage 
of sales to our Storytelling Fund. Visit “Self: Books” at 
womenspress.com for articles that display the Magers & 
Quinn link. 

Letters to the Editor

“Cows Save the Planet,” 
by Judith D. Schwartz

“Farmacology,” 
by Daphne Miller, M.D.

“The Soil will Save Us,” 
by Kristin Ohlson

“Naked Fashion,”
by Safia Minney

“Overdressed,” 
by Elizabeth L. Cline

“ReFashioned,” by Sass Brown

http://womenspress.com
http://womenspress.com
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Taste
commentary of everyday women about food and fashion

tapestry

Alma Silver: Food Access For Students
“Needing help with getting food does not mean that you are 

any less of a person.”
A student shared this in conversation as I helped direct the 

flow within the St. Catherine University food shelf. It made 
me profoundly aware that food access is a universal human 
right. Before immersing myself in the vibrant community 
of food justice advocates on my campus, I had remained 
comfortably oblivious to the experiences of hunger among 
my fellow students. I recognized food insecurity as a remote 
issue, never fully considering that something as basic as a 
meal could transform a student’s college experience — from 
their ability to focus in the classroom to the amount of energy 
they have leftover for extracurriculars. 

As I worked to increase visibility around resources 
related to food access, I engaged in conversations that 
challenged my perspective in uncomfortable, necessary, 
and transformative ways. 

At St. Kate’s, working towards food access for all has 
led to the formation of an important community. Our 
garden harvests yield donations of fresh produce and our 
collaborative gatherings brainstorm long-term solutions to 
food insecurity. Each time the campus food shelf opens, it 
forges connections between students and broader community 
members. Together, we will continue to remove barriers to 
basic needs within our community while sustaining a spirit 
of kinship, mutual care, and understanding. 

 C
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Jametta Raspberry: Gristle
In my house, nothing went to waste. Everyone was expected 

to eat every morsel on their plate. “Waste not, want not,” my 
father frequently said as he sifted through discarded bits and 
pieces of what started out as Sunday dinner. These dinners 
were the heartbeat of my upbringing. My parents, four siblings, 
and sometimes others who we picked up after church, made it 
a full house. I remember having fried chicken the most. After 
a quick prayer, if you did not grab your chicken immediately, 
you might have to wait for a second batch to finish frying. We 
laughed and told jokes, then everyone sighed as they released 
themselves from the table. 

I stayed at the table with my dad. We scoured each plate and 
platter for leftover pieces of bone and fat. This was the best 
part of dinnertime. We spent more time together and laughed 
longer. We drew out the most delicious flavors, sucking and 
crunching the gristle. I thought it was amazing. Who would 
not want to taste the treasures of marrow trapped inside? 

The state of euphoria that comes with eating is something 
I long to replicate. Gristle is what binds the bones together. 
Gristle is what keeps us at the table longer, together. This 
feeling of connection is what inspired me to found my 
business. We curate dining experiences and host pop-ups, 
private dinners, and events throughout the Twin Cities. 

The House of Gristle builds community across many 
cultures by connecting us through food, laughter, and love. 

Details:         @chefraspberry and @houseofgristle
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Alma Silver (seated) with other  food shelf volunteers

http://womenspress.com
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Jolene Turner: Image Confidence 
For the past two years, I have been helping women find 

clothing for job interviews and employment as an image coach 
for Dress for Success Twin Cities. It is an incredibly rewarding 
way for me to give back, as it marries two passions of mine: 
fashion and empowering women.

The clothing aspect of landing a job can often be a stressor; 
not having appropriate attire can even lead some to not apply 
for a job in the first place. As an image coach, I have one-
on-one consultations with clients to learn about them before I 
suggest clothing. So much magic happens during this process. 
I love learning about where they have come from and where 
they are headed. Listening is so important and can help to 
build self-esteem, as I meet with many women who feel 
insecure and defeated. 

My favorite moment is when a woman is in an outfit she 
never thought she could wear and I can see in her face how 
wonderful she feels. She lights up, she gets excited, and she 
sees that she is beautiful. 

Maya Haji: Modest Swimwear
I started off in the fashion industry 

modeling during high school and fell in 
love with clothes. During those days, it was 
hard for me to find a designer who understood 
my cultural background and why I did not wear 
certain things. There were not a lot of options, 
so I decided to create something that could 
serve my community. I founded my label, 
Luuli, because I want women to feel confident 
and comfortable. This is my first swimwear 
collection. I used tie-dye fabric because I 
love playing with color. Our collections are 
both modest and eco-friendly. I want the 
pieces I design to last a long time. 
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Kathryn Sterner: Good Design
I was interested in design from an early age. I grew up with an artist and a 

scientist for parents, and I like to think that design exists at the intersection 
of those two fields. My childhood instilled in me an appreciation for art 
and aesthetic, with a drive to find purpose and meaning. 

I am obsessed with “good design.” I get unreasonably upset when 
something that is designed to be useful and visible is terrible to look 
at, or when something aesthetically pleasing is poor at its job. I often 
find myself interacting with an object and yelling: “Do what you are 
designed to do!” 

Sustainability is such an integral part of good design. Products should 
last, and products that are designed well and enjoyed will likely be used 
more and be better taken care of. What makes me most excited is when 
an item of clothing or a household good has multiple uses, allowing me 
to own less. 

These are the values I bring to my design work at Winsome Goods, 
a line of modern clothing and housewares. I 

strive to design intentional items that 
are easy to own and take care of. 
Dry-cleaning? What a drag. I never 
want to create clothing that is too 
precious to be worn frequently. 

Our clothing is designed, 
sampled, and produced under 
one roof in order to cut down 

on material and resource 
waste. Fabrics are natural 

or recycled, and many of 
our designs have multiple 
uses, such as dresses that 
transition to tops, and 
jackets that are reversible.

Equally important 
is providing those 
who produce clothing 
a healthy work 
environment and fair 
wages. Creating balance 
in the lives of those 
who make  garments 
is just as important as 
sustainability in products.

tapestry

Nancy L. Johnson:  
Winter Style

Let’s start with the basics. My 
activity on any given day is a walk, 
snowshoeing, tobogganing, or 
shoveling the deck (again!).

1. I put on my silk long 
underwear set with long sleeves 
and leggings. It hugs my body 
and retains heat.

2. Next, I put on one or two 
long-sleeved tops and a pair of 
leggings plus ski pants or snow 
pants for more defense against 
the cold. 

3. Then, I don thick socks for 
my winter boots (to keep my toes 
“unfroze”) and my down-filled 
winter coat (to protect the rest 
of me).

4. Use the bathroom. This 
should have been number one. 
Now I have to redo the pants part.

5. I secure my knit hat and 
wrap a long knit scarf around 
my neck.

6. Finally, I put on lightweight 
gloves under thick mittens made 
from recycled sweater material.

I allow about 15 minutes to 
do this, unless I need to repeat 
number 4. Then out the door I go.

My winter fashion style is 
warm, but I won’t be modeling 
it on the runway. If I slip on 
the icy road during my walk, 
I will probably bounce due to 
the layers. Once I return home 
(or finish the shoveling) my 
reward is to plop down on the 
snow and make a few snow 
angels. Who says you can’t have 
stylish fun in winter?
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 Leah Porter: Watering 
Food Deserts

Growing up in rural 
Iowa, my family and 
I went to the grocery 
store once a month 
when we received our 
food stamps. What we 
bought during that trip 
had to last the entire 
month for our family 
of six. As a result, we 
did not buy fresh fruits 
and vegetables because 
they did not last very 
long, and were more 

expensive than the cheaper, processed foods. 
This seemed like a normal part of rural life. What I did not 

learn until years later is that a similar scenario plays out for 
families in the Twin Cities, despite the fact that the metro area 
is one of the most food-rich areas in the U.S.

There are several neighborhoods in the Twin Cities, 
especially in low-income areas, where no grocery stores exist. 
These are often called “food deserts.” What I’ve learned is that 
these “deserts” did not occur naturally; they are the result of 
chronic disinvestment in neighborhoods consisting largely of 
people of color. The bottom line? A lack of access to healthy, 
affordable food is just another form of systemic racism. 

I created the Twin Cities Mobile Market, a grocery store 
on wheels. Operating out of a converted transit bus, we sell 
fresh fruits, vegetables, dairy items, meat, and basic dry 
goods at below-market prices in areas where there is a lack 
of access. We currently serve 24 stops each week across St. 
Paul and Minneapolis. 

I hope to inspire conversations about why we lack healthy 
food access in the first place, increase the affordability of 
healthy food, and better invest in all of our neighborhoods. 

Details: twincitiesmobilemarket.org 

March Topic: Money
How are you seeking economic power? Send up to 

300 words by February 10 to editor@womenspress.com

April Topic: Creators
How have you been an innovator — part of a team 

building new things, such as in the trades, in STEM, 
in the arts? Send up to 300 words by March 10 to  
editor@womenspress.com

Find all 2020 themes at “Submit 
Story” at womenspress.com
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Greater Minnesota

In 2009, my family and I bought a house out in the 
country and we filled our land with gardens. One 
spring day, I was bitten by a snake while wading in our 

pond. I got very sick from the bite, and later had 18 tumors 
removed from my abdominal cavity. We lost our family 
business in the process of paying my medical bills. We 
applied for food stamps, and could not afford the things 
we needed at our grocery store, especially fresh and local 
produce.

Throughout the time I was sick, my happy place was the 
garden. My family planted many tomatoes, and I decided 
to become a vendor at the Wabasha Farmers Market where 
I enjoyed chatting with the local customers. 

I heard from so many families in need that summer that 
I decided to volunteer as market manager with one of my 
goals being to increase the market’s affordability. It took a 
couple months, but we were eventually able to procure an 
EBT (electronic benefits transfer) machine, so the market 
could take food stamps. 

As market manager, I did outreach at the food pantry, 
the work development offices, and the church. I realized 
how many organizations in Wabasha County worked with 
the same clientele, but had never met face-to-face. I sent 
out an email and asked, “How can we work together to 
make the food access in our community stronger?” 

We decided to meet for the first time in 2013, and I was 
surprised by how many attended — from social workers 
to housing developers to hospital staff. We couldn’t stop 
talking; it was incredible how much we learned from one 
another. Many said: “I’ve sent people to you” and “I’ve 
heard about you but never met you.” We continue to meet 
on a quarterly basis and identify ways we can improve 
access to healthy food. We’ve implemented a number of 
strategies so far, including providing education around 
SNAP/EBT benefits outside grocery stores and bringing 
healthier options to food shelves.

The organizations that work with our low-income 
population are mostly run by volunteers. When I was 
using food stamps, I was intimidated by that constant 
turnover of personnel — seeing new faces each time I went 
to access resources. I realized that if we work together to 
create a more connected community by consolidating our 
resources and knowledge, our clientele will also benefit. 
Providing the logistical support for EBT use is only one 
step towards increasing access to healthy and local food. 

When we share our stories, spaces naturally become 
more accessible, welcoming, and supportive. 

Sara George (she/her) is vice president of the Minnesota Farmers’ 
Market Association.

Improving 
Food Access

submitted by Sara George

http://womenspress.com
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2/6-3/1 — The White Card
Set at the dinner party of wealthy white arts collectors and 

a Black artist, Claudia Rankine’s play “The White Card” raises 
questions about how white privilege and power are displayed 
in the fandom, collection, observation and ownership of art 
by Black artists. $15-$40. Penumbra Theatre, St. Paul. Details: 
651-224-3180, penumbratheatre.org

2/7-2/22 — After the Fires
In this new play by Isabel Nelson and the Transatlantic 

Love Affair Ensemble, civilization as we know it has been 
swallowed up. Without sets or props, the ensemble uses 
their bodies to tell stories. Illusion Theater, Mpls. Details:  
612-339-4944, illusiontheater.org

2/8 — Farmer-Led Education

Learn the potential for capturing carbon through soil 
health, how to grow and market asparagus, options for deep 
winter greenhouses, ways to address farm stress, and much 
more at the Sustainable Farming Association’s Annual 
Conference. $50 SF members, $60 nonmembers. 8:30am-
5pm. College of Saint Benedict, Collegeville. Details:  
sfa-mn.org/conference

2/15, 2/29 — Herbs to Chainsaws
Women’s Environmental Institute offers an in-depth class 

on growing medicinal herbs, from germination to harvest, 
taught by Nancy Graden of Red Clover Herbal Apothecary 
Farm. Feb. 15, 10am-3pm. “Women and Chainsaws” will learn 
chainsaw safety, maintenance, and operation, taught by Louise 
Levy and Emily Ford of Levy Tree Care. Feb. 29, 9am-4pm. 
Both courses are $75. North Branch. Details: 651-583-0705, 
w-e-i.org

GoSeeDo

The Sustainable Farming Association's annual conference is an 
educational event featuring topics chosen by SFA member farmers.
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Green Card Voices invites you to 
our Green Card STEM Voices 
Book Launch, Networking Time, 
and Panel Discussion.

Saturday Feb. 15, 2020
1:00pm - 5:00pm

Science Museum of MN, Discovery Hall
120 West Kellog Blvd., St. Paul, MN 55102

Free children-friendly event 

           greencardvoices.com/stem-mn

http://womenspress.com
http://penumbratheatre.org
http://illusiontheater.org
http://sfa-mn.org/conference
http://w-e-i.org
http://historytheatre.com
http://greencardvoices.com/stem-mn
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GoSeeDo

Through 2/29 — Wilderness on Snowshoes
The Kroening 

Interpretive Center 
at North Mississippi 
Regional Park has 
several special events 
on snowshoes. 
Feb. 1, 11:30-1pm, 
features birding on 
snowshoes with 
a naturalist along 
prairie, woodland, 
and river trails. 
Feb. 14, 7-8:30pm, 
includes a snowshoe 
hike along the 
river, a bonfire, 
and hot chocolate. 
Saturdays 11am-

3pm, and Sundays 1-3pm, try the drop-in program 
with free snowshoes for individual exploration 
of the park. Mpls. Details: 612-370-4844,  
NorthMississippi@minneapolisparks.org

Through 3/21 — Red Wing Exhibitions
Two group 

exhibitions are 
featured at the 
Anderson Center 
for Interdisciplinary 
Studies in Red 
Wing. “Vessels” is 
co-presented with 
Minnesota Women 
Ceramic Artists, 
showcasing pottery 
by 32 artists around 
the state. “Portray” 
is curated by 
Anderson Center 
Director Stephanie 
Rogers and presents 
human likenesses 

in two- and three-dimensions, in media ranging from 
pen and ink to oil paintings. Free. Red Wing. Details: 
651-388-2009, andersoncenter.org
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2/19 Reproductive Freedom Lobby Day
Join the annual lobby day for reproductive freedom at the 

State Capitol. The day will start with a How to Lobby 101 
workshop followed by meetings with legislators. Thank your 
pro-choice representatives, or talk to anti-choice representatives 
about why abortion access and reproductive freedom 
matters to you. 8am-4pm. Minnesota State Capitol. Details:  
allevents.by/NARALProChoiceMinnesota

2/20 — Caucus and Primary Workshop

Why does Minnesota have both a caucus and a primary? What 
do voters need to know before local caucuses begin at the end of 
February? Workshop participants will learn how to engage with 
our election systems effectively and will be given tools for civic 
action and engagement. $5 members, $10 non-members. 6-8pm. 
YWCA Downtown, Mpls. Details: ywcampls.org

Through 2/21 — Metamorphose in Duluth
Prøve Gallery hosts an exhibition 

by painter Sarah Brokke, extruding 
the sacred from dreams and 
everyday existence, revealing 
vulnerability and strength. Her 
paintings feature women subjects in 
fantastical and surreal landscapes. 
Wed-Fri., 4-7pm, Sat. 12-4pm. 
Duluth. Details: provegallery.com
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“She, Her, Hers” by Lindsey Cherek. 
Acrylic on paper, 56” x 42”

“A Love Story in Five Parts  
(Part 1)” by Sarah Brokke, 2020. 
Oil on canvas, 18” x 24”

http://womenspress.com
mailto:NorthMississippi@minneapolisparks.org
http://andersoncenter.org
http://allevents.by/NARALProChoiceMinnesota
http://ywcampls.org
http://provegallery.com
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Look for the Women’s Press magazine here:
• STRONG(her) Women Empowerment Event, Feb. 1

• The Fierce Female: Awareness, Assessment, 
Communication & Self-Defense, 4 class series: Feb. 
7, Feb. 21, March 6, and March 20

• Women Winning’s Wine, Chocolate, & Choice, 
Feb. 13

• St. Cloud Area Roller Dolls vs. MedCity Mafia Roller 
Derby Bout, Feb. 29

• U of MN Women’s Center events 

• NAWBO-MN events

• League of Women Voters – South Tonka

• Women Entrepreneurs of Minnesota events

• Business Development Mastermind Group events 
by Rich Chicks

• Women’s Environmental Institute events

• PACER Center workshops and events

• Second Saturday Divorce Workshop for Women

• Minnesota Peacebuilding Leadership Institute Film 
Series 

• Women Leading in Technology events

• Art of Counseling workshops

• Irene Greene, MSED workshops & events

• TeamWomenMN events

• Marriage Geek Workshops 

• Women on Wednesdays – Women’s Center St. 
Cloud State University

• Yoga One events – Alexandria

Find out more about 
these and other events at 

womenspress.com

Ongoing — Climate Change Book Discussion
Read Brave Saint Paul is 

an intergenerational reading 
program that uses books and 
stories to engage people in 
learning about complex issues. 
The 2020 theme is “Our Climate 
Crisis.” Participants read one 
of the two featured books and 
download a one-page guide. 
One of the books is “The 
Marrow Thieves,” a young-
adult dystopian novel by Cherie 
Dimaline in which global 
warming has destroyed the earth 
and, with it, most people’s ability 

to dream. Another is “Climate Justice: Hope, Resilience, and 
the Fight for a Sustainable Future,” by Mary Robinson, the 
former president of Ireland. You can organize your own book 
club discussion, attend a discussion at the library, or take part 
in related activities. Details: ReadBrave.org

— compiled by Mikki Morrissette

http://womenspress.com
http://womenspress.com
http://ReadBrave.org
http://mnnow.org
https://www.plannedparenthood.org/planned-parenthood-north-central-states/ways-to-give/ready-or-hot
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Support our advertisers — and 
tell them you saw their ad  

in the Minnesota Women’s Press!

PETS 
GUIDE

http://womenspress.com
http://womenspress.com
http://nokomispetclinic.com
http://www.broadwayrobbinsdaleanimalhospitalltd.com
http://camdenpet.com
http://www.eastlakeanimalclinic.com/
http://www.midwayanimalhospital.com
https://www.petdoctorsanimalclinic.com/
http://www.minnetonkaanimal.com
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It was after World War II in the 
U.S. that my cousins became 
science experiments. There was a 

contest in nearly all the states, called 
Chicken of Tomorrow, which evolved 
into a national competition to create 
the plumpest chicken, sponsored by a 
supermarket chain. 

Although women and people of color 
had been tending to chicken flocks 
for hundreds of years, this Chicken of 
Tomorrow team consisted of white men 
who wanted to capitalize on creating 
bulky chickens as fast as possible. In 
1951, the vice president of the U.S. gave 
the winner a $5,000 check in front of 
thousands at an arena in Arkansas.

The winning breed was twice the size 
of the typical chicken — fattened in 
a small cage, and bred with a genetic 
mutation that affected its metabolism. 
This mutation was later used to breed 
generations of my cousins who lived 
indoors. Hatcheries, slaughterhouses, 
chickens, feed, and antibiotics became 
large industries, with owners named 
Tyson and Perdue. Frank Perdue once 
said, “It takes a tough man to make a 
tender chicken.” In fact, according to 
2014 data, half of the country’s 250,000 
poultry plant workers are women and 
half are Latinx.

In many places today, tens of 
thousands of us chickens are packed 
together without access to light, air, or 
even movement. Yet, like most animals, 
we need sunlight to process vitamin 
D, which happens when we wander 
around outside seeking our own food. It 
is no wonder there are so many illnesses 
we succumb to such as ascites, which is 
thought to be caused by the inability of 
our hearts and lungs to keep up with our 
rapid and unnatural skeletal growth. 

I am one of the lucky ones. I am a 

Heritage Chicken who 
grew up on a 100-acre 
farm in Northfield, at the 
Main Street Project. My 
human friend Rocky, along 
with farmers Antonia and 
Maria, are among those 
working together to create 
sustainable futures for 
rural immigrant farmers 
across the Midwest. They 
are developing a profitable 
market for chicken meat. 
Crops like hazelnuts 
and elderberries are 
transforming what was once degraded 
soil. Wetlands helped my land go from 
barren to lush in ten years.

At this farm, “free range” actually 
means we are able to wander for 15 
hours a day. In other places it might 
only mean chickens have access to the 
outside for a few minutes. 

These humans are building an 
ecological, economical, and socially 
viable farm based on indigenous 
practices. They provide solar heating, 
nutritious grains, and classical music 
to calm us. My kin eat the weeds and 
bugs, so we do not need pesticides and 
fertilizers. The soil absorbs carbon, 
which reduces our greenhouse gas 
emissions. Our manure fertilizes 
perennial crops. When the time is right, 
our meat is offered in a community-
supported agriculture (CSA) network.

Life was not perfect. Chickens are 
mean to smaller, weaker, sicker kin, 
and I was pecked on in our flock of 
300. But I bonded with one of the 
humans, and sat on Rocky’s shoulder 
or head during chores. I rode to nearby 
parks and schools — I liked sitting 
in the passenger seat — and was part 
of conversations with kids about the 

harmful effects of bullying. 
For me, life is about reminding 

humans that the most resilient and 
healthy ecosystems include humans, 
animals, plants, and soil. 

Hen Solo was an egg-laying chicken at the 
Main Street Project in Northfield until 2018, 
when she was adopted by someone in the 
community. She outlived all the hens who 
pecked on her.

Pets Guide

My Life as a Chicken
as told to Mikki Morrissette

• Do not be lured by 
the words “free-
range” or “cage-
free.” Research 

the company to 
see how those words 

are put into practice. 
• Purchase eggs produced locally 
because you are more likely to 
understand the product, the farm 
conditions, and the producer. 

Resources:  NCFH.org
mainstreetproject.org 

sustainableeggcoalition.org
“Why Did the Chicken Cross the 

World?” by Andrew Lawler
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Hen Solo on Rocky’s head

http://womenspress.com
http://NCFH.org
http://mainstreetproject.org
http://sustainableeggcoalition.org
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A Cut Above
Award-winning Minnesota promoter 
Natalie Morrow elevates designers 
of color with Black Fashion Week MN

reported by Erica Rivera
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Art of Living

Although Black Fashion Week 
MN is still in its infancy, 
founder Natalie Morrow 

has been breaking down barriers 
and elevating artists of color across 
genres for over two decades. She was 
an influencer before that was even a 
term. “I was way ahead of my time,” 
she says.

In the 1990s, Morrow was one of 
the few female concert promoters 
in the Twin Cities, promoting artists like Nelly, Mos 
Def, and Jay-Z. An avid film-lover, in 2002 she started 
the Twin Cities Black Film Festival. Part of that event 
included themed Hollywood Fashion Shows, which were 
surprise hits that attracted the likes of Jennifer Lopez, 
Sean Combs, and Kevin Garnett, and garnered footwear, 
and clothing donations from companies like Converse 
and Nike. 

Noticing how popular the event was and the lack of 
diversity in fashion shows she attended, Morrow knew it 
was time to spin the fashion show off into its own event 
featuring Minnesota talent. In May 2018, Black Fashion 
Week MN debuted at the Moxy in Uptown. It sold out. 

“The most gratifying part of Black Fashion Week for 
me is having the ability to showcase different talents here 
in the Twin Cities,” says Morrow. That first fashion show 
featured Minnesota-based labels like HWMR and Akua 
Gabby Designs as well as designers Jacqueline Addison 
and Houston White.

The event has included themed shows such as Black 
Man Magic, celebrating Black men; 40 Lux, recognizing 
Indigenous and POC over 40; and Runway Africa, 
featuring African designers who call Minnesota home. 
Other happenings during the week-long soirée have 
included an A-list party, a cocktails and couture mixer, 
a fashion bazaar, and Opalescent, which gives young 
event producers the opportunity to put together a 
fashion show. The number of Black Fashion Week MN 
participants has grown to 1,000 since its inception, with 
each week involving around 50 models, 20 designers, and 
eight stylists.

“There are tons of creatives out here, from shoe 
designers to clothing designers to jewelry designers that 

are people of color,” Morrow say. “There’s a lot of talent 
right here in Minnesota and I do not think people realize 
it. This is why we have this platform.” 

One barrier for designers of color is a lack of 
connections. “If you don’t know the right people, then 
there are not going to be events that will give you a chance 
to showcase your work. And that is where we come in,” 
Morrow says.

The other major fashion event in town tends to use a 
small core group of designers and models of color. Many 
designers have come to Morrow saying they have been 
shut out from that event. “We try to give everyone an 
opportunity if we see potential for them to do well [with 
more exposure],” Morrow says.

One of the hurdles is that not all designers know how 
to market their brand. To remedy that, in 2020, Morrow 
will incorporate a seminar on marketing strategy. Also 
in 2020, Morrow says she hopes to enlist experts, like 
celebrity supermodels and stylists, to inspire local 
designers with success stories.

Black Fashion Week MN is part of a national trend 
to spotlight Black designers. Morrow says Minnesota 
lags behind other states in extending opportunities to 
designers of color at all stages of their careers. 

“I want to put Minnesota on the map more with arts 
and culture. We are already on the map with regards to 
the Penumbra and the Guthrie. These are household 
names and are well known across the country. That 
is exactly what I want to do when it comes to fashion 
and film.” 

Morrow adds, “I am the type of person that if I start it, 
I am going to see it through and make it work.”

“I want to put Minnesota on the map more with 
arts and culture. We are already on the map 
with regards to the Penumbra and the Guthrie. 
These are household names and are well known 
across the country. That is exactly what I want 
to do when it comes to fashion and film.” 

http://womenspress.com
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Perspective

Making It Real
submitted by Maya Clark

Growing up, I was afraid to express myself. I always had 
a love of reading, but I never told anyone about my 
interest in fashion because I was embarrassed. 

It wasn’t until later in high school that I started to open up 
about my desire to create. There was a lot of trial and error; I 
realized that I needed to tell my own story, not what I thought 
others wanted me to say. It wasn’t until I founded Culture Piece 
Magazine in 2016 that I realized I didn’t need to conform to 
anyone’s standards but my own.

After I had a name for the magazine, the rest came naturally. I 
had previously written for other publications, but I could never 
get over the fact that I didn’t have creative control over what I 
published. So I decided to create my own world. 

Culture Piece Magazine is a Twin Cities-based online 
publication featuring art, culture, and music. We publish 
everything from concert reviews to coverage of local fashion 
shows. We create original photoshoots featuring local, national, 
and international talent.  

My pride and joy are the events. From fashion shows to music-
based showcases to our “Serenity Sunday” self-care gatherings, 
we draw hundreds of fashion, music, and life enthusiasts.

When I produced my first event, I was humbled by the amount 
of people who came up to me afterwards to say how much it had 
inspired them. I never thought that I would have the power to 
bring that out in anyone. 

I remember bawling an hour before that first event while 
filling the gift bags. I was nervous about people judging me 
and my magazine. I had this irrational fear that no one would 
show up, even though we had already sold out. It was imposter 
syndrome building up inside me. I could not believe that I was 
finally doing something I was proud of, and I thought it was too 
good to be true. 

The only way to have a truly inclusive event is to ensure that 
the people who are working on each aspect represent diversity, 
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When I founded the magazine as 
a 19-year-old Black woman in a 
white-dominated world, I knew it 
was about moving strategically to 
build my own seat at my own table.

Culture Piece Magazine Presents: Melanin, with designs by Keandra Chanel

This image is from a larger editorial for the launch of a sunglasses brand, 
Theme Brand Co. The creative directors for the shoot were Melanie Hill 
and Theo Gibson, who are also the founders of the accessories line.

http://womenspress.com
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Culture Piece Magazine’s First Year Anniversary Show, with design  
by Cam Downey

and are getting paid in a real way. I am proud to say that Culture 
Piece’s events feature an entirely POC lineup of hairstylists, makeup 
artists, production teams, and entertainers. Everyone is paid for 
their contributions to the show. 

I am also mindful of diversity within the POC community. In 
every one of my shows, there are a mix of races, gender identities, 
and sexualities. 

Of course, running the magazine and events by myself, learning 
as I go, is a draining experience. I have no blueprint and I feel 
a ton of pressure. From journalism to photography to creative 
directing, for the most part it is all me. 

Why Do It?
I have a deep fear of being forgotten. It motivates me. Although 

people die and people forget, art never dies, which is why I have a 
strong desire to create.

Maybe I will get over my fear of being forgotten, or maybe not. 
I am looking forward to our future, which includes a podcast 
and our first print issue, arriving on our four-year anniversary 
in June 2020. 

In the past, it seemed as though I was constantly in a battle with 
myself, and within the fashion and art community, to find a way 
to “fit in.” When I founded the magazine as a 19-year-old Black 
woman in a white-dominated world, I knew it was about moving 
strategically to build my own seat at my own table.

Maya Clark (she/her) sat down to tell the story of her journey while 
holding her infant boy, Reign. She is a 23-year-old St. Paul native. Details: 
culturepiecemag.com
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Culture Piece Presents: Harlem Renaissance, with designs by Sumaya Keynan

http://womenspress.com
http://culturepiecemag.com
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Indigenous

I was born to a mother whose Dakota 
ancestry defined how she interacted 
with nature. It was inherent. Walks in 

the woods with her were a joyful visit to our 
plant relatives. The garden in our backyard 
was the center of our summer. It was also 
often our only access to fresh produce. 

Later in life, when I first met my partner, 
Sean Sherman, and heard his vision for 
The Sioux Chef, I knew instantly why this 
was deeply important. As I ate the regional 
Dakota foods that he had prepared at that 
first event I attended, I felt the nutrients 
absorb into my bloodstream. That first 
decolonized meal I was gifted consisted of 
bison and wild rice meatballs in a corn and 
herb broth, alongside a salad of wild greens 
and edible flowers. I realized that the meal 
tasted like home — like this specific food 
was meant to be eaten on the land where I 
was standing. 

Sean and I have been running the 
business jointly for six years. Our mission 
is to solve the economic and health 
crisis affecting tribal communities by re-
establishing Native foodways. We have 
two overall goals: to provide food that is 
relevant to each tribal area, and to develop 
access to decolonized education. My focus 
in the organization is addressing the 
ancestral trauma present in communities 
affected by generations of genocide, forced 
assimilation, and other abuses. 

I had an epiphany during a trip to the 
Bois Forte reservation, where I witnessed 
the profound experience of ancestral 

Native 
Foodways

written by Dana Thompson
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memory. Sean and I had served a 
meal for 150 people, largely using 
the community’s own foods. As 
I walked through the tables, an 
elder grasped my hand and pulled 
me down next to her. She looked 
at me with joyful tears in her eyes 
and said that she remembered 
these flavors from her childhood. 
Memories began to flow out of her. 
“In the summer, my grandmother 
would send my cousins and me out to the middle of that 
lake. This plant would grow up past the water line in 
July,” she said. “We would harvest and she would cook 
it for us. It doesn’t grow there anymore. I haven’t seen it 
since I was a teenager.” 

As I heard what she was saying, and realized the 
knowledge that she held, I panicked, thinking of the 
wisdom that we lose with each elder who passes. It was 
also clear that our meal had been therapeutic for this 
person, as it likely was for those around her. 

After this interaction, I realized that it would be short-
sighted to only use a Western, colonized treatment 
method — such as talk therapy on a psychiatrist couch 
— to heal trauma. Many of the Indigenous people I 
know resist even going to a general physician. We need 
to identify a more Indigenous, holistic approach. 

There is evidence to prove that generational trauma is 
handed down epigenetically, and is held within the body. 
Talk therapy can be useful, but in certain cases it can 
also be re-traumatizing. This is something I experienced 
while navigating my own childhood trauma. 

There are things in nature that trigger the release of 
calming hormones, such as oxytocin and serotonin. 
Trees, soil, animals, water, rocks, food, and clanship are 

all examples of things that are known to reduce cortisol 
levels in humans. All of these things are medicine. 

This understanding was supported by my travels 
and interactions with nutritionists, academics, tribal 
physicians, and scientists. Avoiding foods brought to 
North America by colonizers — such as wheat, dairy, 
and cane sugar — reduces inflammation in the body, 
notably in the brain and endocrine system. 

Through The Sioux Chef ’s new nonprofit, North 
American Traditional Indigenous Food Systems 
(NATIFS), and the training restaurant we have called 
Indigenous Food Lab (opening in 2020), we will work 
with the medical, research, and clinician communities 
to explore how food may be used to mitigate mental and 
physical health disparities. We will support education in 
activities such as mindfulness, movement, foraging, and 
agriculture in the tribal communities around us.

Looking back, I can see how these things offered 
my mother a healing path throughout poverty, abuse, 
and intense stress. The garden and woods were where 
she sustained a healing bond with the land — one that 
connected her with those who came before, and with me.

Dana Thompson (she/her) is a descendant of the Wahpeton-
Sisseton and Mdewakanton Dakota tribes and a Minnesota native. 

As I walked through the tables, an elder grasped 
my hand and pulled me down next to her. She 
looked at me with tears in her eyes and said 
that she remembered these flavors from her 
childhood. Memories began to flow out of her. 

http://womenspress.com
http://www.swedishmotorsmn.com
http://crescenttide.com
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Mindful 
Consumption

submitted by Anupama Pasricha 
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ECOSystem

Born and raised in India in 
a middle-class family of 
educators, I come from 

a developing country with a 
rich craft heritage and limited 
resources. Striving to produce as 
little waste as possible was a way 
of life that has shaped my world-
view. As I grew up and went to college, I fell in love with 
the science behind materials — the tactile nature and 
beauty of textiles, and the art of making. 

I learned that the mindful consumption of products, 
processes, and services can lead to a more sustainable 
lifestyle. It is also fulfilling on a personal level to know 
that I am wearing a 20-year-old skirt or sari, second-
hand clothing, or clothing that I made myself. It is 
therapeutic to use a hand skill to mend your clothes, 
even to simply reattach a button or stitch a decorative 
design. This work makes me feel tall.

My research on sustainability in the textiles and 
apparel discipline has filtered into my advocacy, 
teaching, and research practice. I am now an educator 
of fashion merchandising and apparel design at St. 
Catherine University, where I have transformed the 
curriculum to include emphasis on sustainability. 

It has been over ten years since a colleague and 
I started making this change. Now every fashion 
and apparel course at St. Kate’s includes texts and 
coursework that offer holistic views of sustainability 
issues in the fashion industry. I hope that students 
retain an understanding of how sustainable practices 
can impact the supply chain, and are able to apply or 
suggest environmentally responsible strategies in their 
personal and professional roles.

Societal values delineate our expectations for 
manufacturers. Our values, culture, and mindsets are 
the drivers that influence our purchasing decisions, 
such as where we shop and whether we consider the 
information on the product label or the principles 
behind the brand. Since values in today’s society include 

convenience, low prices, and a throwaway mindset, there 
has been a disconnect between maker and consumer. 
Even when companies capitalize on the marketability 
of green products, they may engage in “greenwashing” 
by exaggerating their product’s environmentally 
responsible practices in order to mislead consumers. 

The fast fashion industry is encouraged when we 
shop with a click on our devices and do not fully engage 
ourselves in buying decisions. Do you purchase four 
cotton tank tops in different colors for $40 even if they 
are made in a sweatshop factory in another country? Or 
do you spend $40 on two organic cotton tank tops that 
are made well and fairly — buying less yet spending the 
same amount of money? Ultimately, we consumers tell 
companies whether it is profitable to produce garments 
that are disposable. 

Awareness of our choices and more engagement 
with our consumption will contribute to our present 
well-being, and that of future generations. We cannot 
go endlessly without thinking about the impact of our 
everyday consumption. When I buy clothes, I keep 
quality and longevity in mind. When available, I buy 
from second hand stores. In teaching and consulting 
with apparel manufacturers, my goal is to facilitate 
awareness, make knowledge accessible, and empower 
individuals to be mindful of their choices and the impacts 
of their decisions. Reflecting on my values makes my 
life and work more environmentally responsible. 

For 25 years, Dr. Anupama Pasricha (she/her) has focused her  
global research on sustainability throughout the supply chain. 
She is an educator who chairs the Department of Apparel, 
Merchandising, and Design at St. Catherine University. She is also 
on the board of directors at the Textile Center of Minnesota. 

Since values in today’s society include convenience, 
low prices, and a throwaway mindset, there has 
been a disconnect between maker and consumer.

Anupama Pasricha stands in front of 500 lbs. of fabric 
donated to the Department of Apparel, Merchandising, 
and Design at St. Catherine University

http://womenspress.com
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Action = Change

Kristen McCoy, known to friends as “The Upcycler,” 
has a simple mission: to rescue used garments from 
the landfill and invigorate them with new life. She 

has even adopted a superhero persona, and released a 
series of short videos on Facebook titled “The Adventures 
of the Upcycler.”

“Everyone has garments in the closet that they can’t let go 
of, but can’t wear,” she explains. “Those are the garments I 
love to rescue: family hand-me-downs, rad secondhand finds, 
your ripped favorite jeans.” 

Currently, clients contact McCoy over email, sending her 
messages with subjects like “old beloved hoodie” or “teeny 
tiny vintage dress.” McCoy’s first brick-and-mortar storefront 
will open in early 2020, called reTHINK Tailoring, in 
Minneapolis. She hopes the shop will foster a community for 
those passionate about clothing reuse and sustainable fashion.

McCoy recalls one client who brought in her grandfather’s 
old cigar jacket. He had recently passed away, and she 
wanted to wear the jacket to his memorial. When the client 
came in for a fitting, an oversized bright red men’s jacket 

hung loosely on her shoulders. McCoy saw 
something completely different, or at least, 
the fashion ghost of what could be. She 
redesigned the jacket into a fitted vest with 
a peplum in the back. 

“I can’t even describe how much joy I had 
watching her see the finished design for the 
first time,” McCoy says. 

After her daughter was born, McCoy took 
time away from tailoring to invent a line of 
re-sizeable baby clothing “to battle what 
I felt was one of the most wasteful parts of 

The 
Upcycler

reported by  
Isabelle Bousquette

The Environmental Protection Agency estimates 
that Americans send more than 11 million tons 
of textile waste to the landfill every year, and 
the main source of textiles in municipal solid 
waste is discarded clothing. Upcyclers, like 
McCoy, hope to make a dent in that number. 
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Where to donate used clothing
• Joseph’s Coat: A free store that accepts new 
and lightly used clothing. josephscoatmn.org
• Goodwill: A national chain of thrift stores 
that accept used clothing and accessories. 

goodwill.org

• Buffalo Exchange: A consignment shop that buys 
used clothing. You can also trade your used clothing 
for items in the store. buffaloexchange.com
• Arc’s Value Village: A Minnesota-based thrift 
store chain, accepting gently used clothing. 
arcsvaluevillage.org
• Savers: A global thrift retailer accepting donations on 
behalf of local nonprofits. savers.com

Where to donate rags or unwearable clothing 
Eureka Recycling accepts worn and torn clothing, as 

long as it is clean and dry. Local animal shelters often 
accept rag garments and use them to make beds for the 
animals. eurekarecycling.org

Where to fix household items
• Hennepin County Fix-It Clinics are monthly 
opportunities for free guided assistance in 
disassembling, troubleshooting, and repairing 
household items. tinyurl.com/MWPFixIt
• Minneapolis Leather and Vinyl Repair repairs 
scuffs, scratches, gouges, scrapes, rips, tears, color 
fading, and water-damaged leather furniture.  
wecanfixthat.com/minneapolis
• Michael’s Lamp Studio repairs lamps, lampshades, 
mirrors, wall art, and clocks. michaelslamps.com
• Niola Furniture Upholstery & Restoration specializes 
in dining room, wall, and sofa reupholstery. 
niolafurniture.com

the fashion industry,” she explains, “[baby] garments are 
outgrown so quickly and aren’t made to last because they 
don’t need to.” 

In November 2019, Hennepin County discontinued their 
clothing recycling collection. In response, McCoy and a 
network of other upcyclers have begun accepting these 
donations. McCoy also plans to offer sewing and repair 
classes at her soon-to-be storefront. “By teaching others we 
can get somewhere a whole heck of a lot faster.”

http://womenspress.com
http://josephscoatmn.org
http://goodwill.org
http://buffaloexchange.com
http://arcsvaluevillage.org
http://savers.com
http://eurekarecycling.org
http://tinyurl.com/MWPFixIt
http://wecanfixthat.com/minneapolis
http://michaelslamps.com
http://niolafurniture.com
http://www.stthomas.edu/ldcw
http://mnzoo.org/zoocamp
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When customers walk into 
the Richfield Liquor Store 
at the Shops at Lyndale, they 

expect to see the usual racks of whiskeys 
and packs of beer. What they might not 
expect to see is the woman running 
things: Hayley Srur. 

A North Dakota native, Srur landed 
in the Twin Cities in 2006. “I was 21, 
young, and dumb,” she laughs. She was 
not planning on a career in the industry, 
she says, but her mind was changed by 
her experience working with Bonnie 
Wold, a veteran at Richfield Municipal 
Liquor and a pioneering woman in 
liquor store management.

Wold herself was not looking for a 
career when she started in 1982 as a 
clerk at a liquor store to put herself 
through school, but the city benefits 
were too good to pass up. Eventually, 
Wold became the first female manager 
in Richfield Municipal Liquor’s history.

The key to Wold’s success, Srur says, 
was her focus on relationships. “We 
were almost like a little family,” Srur 

says. “Very close-knit.”
Now retired after 40 years in the 

business, Wold believes that her 
management style was different than the 
men who held the position. “I was more 
willing to listen to the employee’s side 
[of a conflict],” she says, “I did not make 
snap decisions or say it was their fault.” 

“I think it is important to respect 
employees, not control them,” Wold 
continues. “They are your employee, but 
they are still people.”

Srur admits that Wold was like a 
surrogate mom to her as she acclimated 
to the Twin Cities. But like all good 
mentors, Wold pushed her friend to 
seek new opportunities. 

Srur took leadership lessons to heart. 
“I like to lead by example,” she says. “I 
work my butt off, and my staff sees it. 
They work really hard for me.”

Jennifer Gisslen Lee agrees; she has 
worked for Srur for three years, and 
though she might make a higher wage 
elsewhere, she stays at Richfield Liquor 
because she values Srur’s leadership. 

“From day one. I have been treated as 
an equal and that has made a profound 
difference for me,” Gisslen Lee says. 

“Hayley is very open to collaboration 
from all of us that work with her in her 
store,” Gisslen Lee adds. “There is no 
ego there. A good idea is a good idea 
and it does not matter who has it.”

According to U.S. Census figures, the 
workforce in the beer, wine, and liquor 
store industry is still 64 percent male, 
with twice as many men in supervisory 
positions as women. 

During her two years as store 
manager, Srur has worked to make the 
store more women-friendly, stocking 
many local and products from women-
owned businesses. 

“I am very proud to be a woman leader 
in a male-dominated industry,” Srur says.

Gisslen Lee agrees. “Her attitude is 
infectious for the rest of the staff. She 
sets a great example for all of us.”

And to all the lost young people in the 
Twin Cities, Srur has great news: “I am 
hiring cashiers!”

Money & Business Guide

Fair 
Shake

reported by Shannon Drury
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submitted by Amalia Moreno-Damgaard
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identity

I learned the ropes of the kitchen with my maternal 
grandmother in Guatemala when I was a little girl. My 
parents divorced, and while they were trying to solve 

their differences, I lived with her for a long time. I did not 
know it then, but I was learning kitchen lessons for life.

Despite my Americanized culinary training, my heart 
and soul are deeply Latin. I chose to concentrate my career 
on the food culture of Latin America to continue to learn 
about my roots and the similarities and nuances of each 
country’s flavors. Although my culinary core is Guatemalan, I 
embrace the foods of all 21 Latin countries. I am fortunate to 
have traveled to most of these places, and learned first-hand 
from generations of women artisans who have spent lives 
traditionally cooking cultural foods.

My style is modern, yet I focus on dishes that are staples 
and representative of a place or region. 

I take pleasure in reading antique books to 
inspire my cooking. I have had access to culinary 
literary works dating as far back as 1844, when 

cookbooks were scarce and recipes were written 
in accordance with the cooking style of a 

particular cook. If my grandmother had written 
a book, her style would have been similar.

My kitchen philosophy is practical, healthy, and therapeutic. 
Latin cuisine is not only delicious and nutritious, it can also 
be naturally vegetarian, vegan, and even gluten free. As a 
bonus, it is easy to prepare.

Unified by the Spanish language and culture heavily 

influenced by Spain or Portugal, Latin countries share 
commonalities in ingredients such as corn, beans, squash, 
tomatoes, chiles, herbs, and spices, many of which are either 
native or came to the land during colonization.

People often ask me if Guatemalan cuisine is like Mexican 
cuisine. I say yes and no. The similarities lie in sharing some 
ingredients, but the nuances come from native ingredients 
and distinctive styles driven by each country’s traditions and 
customs, as well as layers of other cultural influences, such 
as African, Italian, Chinese, Japanese, and other European 
countries. If you carve the world of cuisine by continent, 
region, and country, it is easier to understand. 

My favorite flavors are spicy and full of herbs, vegetables, 
and lean proteins, preferably fish and seafood, and simply 
seasoned with citrus juices. These are the building blocks of 
many of my recipes and teaching principles. One can enjoy 
great cuisine at home by learning basic flavors, ingredients, 
and techniques.

I have passed many of my healthy culinary practices on 
to my son, now living away from home at college. I take 
pride that he is able to cook beyond basic recipes that he 
learned with me at home, much like the way I learned with 
my grandmother.

Pass on your culinary roots and favorite flavors to your 
family members so that the memories of enjoying those meals 
at home are not lost. Share food so that recipes live on.

Amalia Moreno-Damgaard (she/her) was born and raised in Guatemala 
City. She graduated from Le Cordon Bleu, wrote “Amalia’s Guatemalan 
Kitchen,” and established Amalia Latin Gourmet to help corporations 
develop a broader understanding and appreciation of Latin cultural 
nuances. Details: AmaliaLLC.com

Visit womenspress.com for a recipe for pollo en crema y lorocos (chicken 
with loroco flower buds and cream sauce) from Amalia’s cookbook

http://womenspress.com
http://AmaliaLLC.com
http://mastels.com
http://www.quality-coaches.com/
http://salvationarmynorth.org/community/booth-manor/
http://womenspress.com
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BookShelf

Chronicles of a 

Radical Hag

written by  
Lorna Landvik

T he following is excerpted from 
Lorna Landvik’s 2019 novel 
“Chronicles of a Radical Hag (With 

Recipes).” Throughout the book, Landvik 
weaves a narrative about life in a small town, 
including a newspaper columnist, Haze 
Evans, dubbed by a community member as 
a “radical hag.” Haze slyly begins to include 
homespun recipes that her critics can use to 
“melt away any misdirected anger.” In this 
way, Chronicles can be read as a cookbook — 
a recipe for how food can be part of humor to 
help us recall our shared humanity.

May 5, 1968 
If I had a nickel for 

every time someone asks 
me, “Why don’t you use 
your married name in 
your column byline?” 
I could probably cash 
them in and buy 
something nice for the 

kitchen  — maybe not a refrigerator, but at 
least a toaster. 

The other day a woman at the drug store 
nearly accosted me as I was innocently 
pricing callus pads (hint: break in your new 
shoes before wearing them in the office 
all day) hissing at me that I dishonor my 
husband by ‘clinging to my maiden name.’

Not wanting to break out into a fistfight 
by the foot care display, I politely thanked 
her for her opinion while inwardly 
screaming, ‘It’s not my maiden name I’m 
clinging to, it’s myself !’

As proud as I am to be my husband’s 
wife, anytime I’m addressed as Mrs. Kirby, 
there’s a split second of confusion and I 
think, ‘Who’s that?’ Maybe it’s a newlywed’s 
reaction, although I think when Royal and I 
are celebrating our golden anniversary, the 
name’ll still seem a bit foreign.

I asked Royal, “What would you think if 
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you had to take my name when we got married?”
Granting me one of his charming, loving smiles, he 

asked, “What do you mean?”
“I mean what if that were the custom — that the 

man takes the woman’s name instead of vice versa.”
He looked startled. 
“Well, I wouldn’t do it. It’s my name, for crying 

out loud.”
“And how about, after you were married, you were 

referred to as ‘the former Royal Kirby.’ Wouldn’t you 
think, ‘hey, I’m still here!’”

We stared at each other for a moment and then he 
said, “Haze, are you writing a column about this?”

“Maybe.”
Now I’m not saying I have a vast readership, but still, 

my own name has been my byline since I published in 
my college newspaper, when I was hired at the ‘Fargo 
Forum,’ and now here. When I told Royal I planned 
on keeping it for professional reasons, he assured me it 
was fine with him. So to any married woman reading 
this column, ask your husband if he’d ever take your 
name. To any married man reading this column, how 
would you feel if your name was suddenly changed 
and to the world, you were no longer who you’d been?

This column garnered many responses, including a 
note signed ‘Mrs. Anonymous’ because ‘that’s how I 
felt when I had to take my big lug of a husband’s name 
and especially when I couldn’t seem to get rid of it 
even after the big lug and I divorced!’ A Mr. Joseph 
Snell wrote, ‘While having my morning coffee, I don’t 
mind I don’t mind reading the light piffle that is this 
columnist’s usual fare, but this morning’s looney 
harangue was nothing more than a chronicle of a 
radical hag!’

 
May 8, 1968

I could pen a long defense, but I won’t waste precious 
time — especially the precious time of men, who by an 
overwhelming majority were the ones most offended 
by my last column about taking or not taking one’s 
husband’s name. (Jeepers, you would have thought I’d 
asked for an amendment to the Constitution to rip 
away men’s names and their masculinity!) 

Instead, I offer a recipe of my Aunt Alma’s Famous 
Almond Crescent Cookies with the suggestion that 

the baker in your household whip up a batch of these 
delectable morsels. I am certain I will then be forgiven 
for future hooey/baloney/radical haggishness that may 
appear in my columns. Really, they’re that good. (The 
cookies, not the hooey/baloney/radical haggishness.)

Alma was the type of cook who didn’t like to share 
her recipes, a parsimonious outlook, if you ask me. 
Why not spread a little goodness in each other’s 
kitchens? But Alma’s been gone for several years 
and her daughter happily made and distributed 
mimeographed copies of this recipe for all the 
relatives who had coveted it over the years. So to all 
of those who wrote particularly angry missives, I ask 
that put down your boxing gloves and put on your 
oven mitts instead.

 
Aunt Alma’s Crescent Cookies 
Preheat oven to 325 degrees. 
2/3 cup almonds, pulverized (I like to seal them in a 

plastic bag and go after them with a kitchen hammer, 
but you can pulse them in a blender)

1/3 cup sugar
1 cup butter, softened
1-2/3 cup flour
1/4 teaspoon salt
After thoroughly mixing all ingredients in bowl, 

shape dough into disc and wrap in plastic wrap. 
Refrigerate one hour. Pinch off a bit of dough, roll in 
palm into 3/4” ball, then into a log, carefully bending 
to shape into a crescent. Place on cookie sheet, an inch 
or so apart. Work fast or the dough will get too soft.

Bake 14-16 minutes
Meanwhile, mix together 1/2 cup sugar and 1/2 

teaspoon cinnamon in pie plate. When cookies are 
cooled, place several of them in plate and shake 
mixture until cookies are covered in cinnamon sugar. 

Enjoy with coffee, tea, or milk and let their buttery, 
almondy goodness melt away any misdirected anger 
from which you suffer. 

Lorna Landvik (she/her) is the author of twelve novels. She has 
performed stand-up and improvisational comedy around the 
country and is a public speaker, playwright, and actor most 
recently in the one-woman, all-improvised show “Party in the 
Rec Room.” She lives in Minneapolis.
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I worked my way from a too-young, abusive marriage, to 
college as a single mom, then focused feverishly on my 
chosen field: anti-violence. I incurred vicarious trauma 

during messy middle of the night crisis calls, advocating 
for women in courts, and driving alongside rural sheriff ’s 
deputies to help stranded, isolated domestic violence victims 
before proper police training and protocol existed. I advanced 
to eventual directorships at several domestic violence and 
sexual assault agencies, and participated in activism with state 
and national anti-violence coalitions. 

There are some successes I am especially proud of during 
that first intense career. These include input on The Violence 
Against Women Act of 1994, and acting as coordinator of two 
policy-changing efforts in Wisconsin: The Domestic Violence 
Mandatory Arrest Monitoring Project, and an equity project 
that addressed gender bias in the courts. 

One morning, a woman sat next to me at a crisis shelter with 
a swollen and bruised face and a split lip. I called the County 
Sheriff ’s Office to ask why a Domestic Abuse Restraining 
Order had not been enforced. 

The sheriff simply replied, “They are always fighting, but it 
is never a big deal. She never gets hurt.” 

“Yes, in fact, she does,” I said. “I am about to drive her to the 
clinic for her wounds.”

This was a pivotal time for me professionally. 
I was seeing systemic institutional dysfunctions 
daily, including dealing with a lack of funding 

for critical services — what I called the 
‘begging for dollars game’ so women and 

children could live free from violence. 

I participated in Mujer a Mujer, an anti-violence delegation 
in and around Mexico City, one year after the earthquake of 
1985. It was a period of immense economic strife in Mexico. 
At a shelled-out women’s health clinic, I learned from healers 
and activists how women with few resources grew medicinal 
herbs in a courtyard to heal gynecological ailments. They also 
practiced natural methods to address emotional distress and 
trauma in refugees from political and economic upheaval in 
Central America. 

This approach to healing was so inspiring to me. When I 
returned home, I went back to the garden to heal — to step 
back and assess what had happened since I was that scared 

young woman fleeing domestic violence with two young 
children. I began turning soil, creating an urban herb garden 
near the confluence of two rivers. I planted sundry botanicals 
— from Chamomile to Comfrey — and began experimenting 
with teas, tinctures, salves, syrups, and flower essences.

I decided to shift from crisis intervention to trauma-
informed and nature-based healing. Several Complementary 
Alternative Medicine (CAM) degrees later, I returned home 
to the Midwest, where I started a naturopathic and botanical 
medicine clinic in Wisconsin. 

Today, I train clinicians and activists in natural and 
botanical medicine to help mitigate the impact of trauma 
on anyone from veterans to survivors of childhood abuse to 
humanitarian aid workers who are coping with primary and 
secondary trauma. 

Whether we are dealing with climate change, domestic 
violence, or working towards health justice for all, the garden 
brings us natural methods to deal with discomfort, distress, 
infection, irritation, and emotional trauma. 

Gigi Stafne (she/her) is an activist, educator, entrepreneur, mother, 
and grandmother. She teaches and trains throughout North America, 
including in the Twin Cities. Details: greenwisdom.weebly.com

Health & wellness Guide

Tending to the Garden
submitted by Gigi Stafne
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In the News

Trap or Grow

The #GrowFood movement, started by North Minneapolis 
youth, has launched its first video, connected to its “Trap or 
Grow” album. The video asks: are you going to let yourself 
be trapped by the environment that surrounds you, or are 
you going to grow your own food, your body, your skills, 
your career, your life? The music is done in conjunction 
with Appetite for Change, and is available for download on 
streaming platforms. 

Watch the video at tinyurl.com/MWPTrapOrGrow 

Political Boundaries
Computer files saved on the hard drives of Thomas Hofeller, 

a North Carolina-based gerrymandering strategist, have been 
made public. After his death, Hofeller’s adult daughter found 
the files. Republican lawmakers fought to keep the documents 
private. They showed evidence of strategy in North Carolina 
to keep voters pooled in creative districting maps to benefit 
one political party. Stephanie Hofeller published them online. 
“These are matters that concern the people and their franchise 
and their access to resources. This is, therefore, the property of 
the people,” she said. 

Source: NPR

Food Transportation
A woman-led team at the University of Illinois developed 

a high-resolution map of the U.S. food supply chain, which 
relies on a complex web of interconnected infrastructure. 

The map and a public database offers a snapshot of how 
all food flows between counties in the U.S. For example, the 
map shows how a shipment of corn starts at a farm in Illinois, 
travels to a grain elevator in Iowa, before heading to a feedlot 
in Kansas, and then travels in animal products being sent to 
grocery stores in Chicago.

Source: Megan Konar, The Conversation

The 2018 median farm income for 
U.S. farm households was –$1,533.

Tackling the Farm Crisis
Farmers discussed marketing partnerships at a 

St. Paul forum. Annelie Livingston-Anderson, co-
owner of Good Turn Farm near Stockholm, WI, 
was an early adopter of the Lake Pepin Local Food 
Group, an online sales platform that enables people 
to buy from multiple farmers at one time. Audio of 
the panel is available at landstewardshipproject.org

Find local farmer’s markets around 
the state, or sign up for the Minnesota 
Grown Directory that lists CSA farms, 
wineries, garden centers, and more at 

minnesotagrown.com
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A still shot from “Trap or Grow”
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A photo taken in December shows the faces of Finland’s new 
government: Minister of Education Li Andersson, Minister of Finance Katri 
Kulmuni, Prime Minister Sanna Marin, and Interior Minister Maria Ohisal. The 
average age of these leaders is 33. 

— compiled by Mikki Morrissette

Finland’s Changing Government

New at womenspress.com
“Listen: Changemakers Gala” offers footage of talks by 

powerful, everyday women honored at our Changemakers 
Gala: Anika Bowie, Tea Rozman Clark, Sarah Super, Asma 
Mohammed, and Winona LaDuke.

“ERA Impressions from Virginia” is a dispatch from 
ERAMN’s Betty Folliard about the recent ratification.
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I love the worms in my garden — the wriggly, glistening 
worms that work the soil that sustains the trees that grow 
the apples that feed me. They make the soil soft, silky, 
supple, and moist, and its fresh, fertile earth-scent is 
heaven-sent.

***
Life moves like this: creating, linking, making, and 

turning. It is soil that turns the Earth’s barren rock into 
the riotous life we know. Wheels on wheels of life in this 
unique planet wheeling its green-blue feast through the 
starving blackness.

***
Repeatedly, civilizations have died because they did not 

look after the soil on which they depended.
Agricultural communities settled and fed on the 

abundance of the earth until populations bloomed, green 
and thriving like plants from the soil. Then, exhausting 
the earth, over and over again, cultures withered and died. 
From ancient Greece to Egypt, the cycle repeats: over-use 
and depletion, erosion, exhaustion, and loss.

Soil is abused, poisoned with chemical fertilizers, 
fungicides, herbicides, and pesticides, leading to a 
collapse of soil health, the killing of microbiota. Intensive 
farming dims the vibrancy of the underground world; soil 
loses its organic components. Deforestation leads to soil 
erosion, and plowing can damage the structure of soil, 
while the sheer weight of giant tractors compacts the soil 
and crushes the tiny dwellers within it.

***
Modernity isn’t good at slowness. It demands instant 

gratification and grabs “right now.” It prefers shallow time 
to deep time and is impatient with the easy languorous 
times of nature. All time lies below us in the soil: the deep 
past is there, the present is fed there, and the future could 
be nourished there. Time is fed by soil.

 Find the full essay at emergencemagazine.org

Dwelling on Earth
Emergence Magazine is a quarterly online publication 

that explores the threads connecting ecology, culture, and 
spirituality. The current issue is about food, and features an 
essay by British author Jay Griffiths, who writes about her 
love of worms, fungi, and the tendency to undervalue that 
which is “beneath us,” such as soil and the “lowest of the 
low.” The following are excerpts from her long-form essay.

Minnesota Women’s Press  
Night at the Opera

March 26, 2020, 7:30pm
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Gardening / 
Landscaping 

ECOLOGICAL DESIGN creates 
landscapes which integrate food, 
function and beauty. Our innova-
tive designers are committed to re-
storing health and abundance while 
reconnecting people with nature. 
Paula Westmoreland, 612-588-3942,  
ecologicaldesign.land

Groups  

 

• Books Afoot, reading & hiking 
Third Sat. 9-12:30, May-Sept.

• Coyotes Group sci-fi/fantasy 
Third Wednesday 6:30-8:30 p.m.

 • Novels New in Paperback 
Third Sunday 2-4 p.m.

 • Sunday Together: 3 Groups 
Third Sunday 9:30 a.m.-noon

books@bookwomen.net

651-587-3858 

There is a fee for participation.

ONGOING BOOK GROUPS

CENTER FOR FEMINIST READING

 

Home Improvement

651.641.8661

Specializing in interior painting & wall repair

Laurie 
Eubank

Classified Ads

Accounting 

JROSE BOOKKEEPING. Person-
alized non-judgmental bookkeep-
ing for small businesses and busy 
professionals. Twenty-one years of 
experience. QuickBooks setup or 
training, payroll, invoicing, bill pay-
ing, reconciliations. 612-221-2211,  
judy@jrosebookkeeping.com

PHYLLIS BURDETTE, CPA. Year-
round tax, accounting, and advisory 
services for busy women. Individ-
uals, businesses, LLCs, nonprofits.  
Office in St. Louis Park. 952-546-8708, 
p b u r d e t t e @ b u r d e t t e c p a . c o m ,  
BurdetteCPA.com 

Attorneys 

SLETTEN LAW OFFICE. Specializ-
ing in estate planning, wills, probate, 
trusts. Meetings in Minneapolis office 
or as arranged. Flexible scheduling 
and appointments. Karen E. Sletten, 
651-321-7400, karen@slettenlaw.com, 
slettenlaw.com 

Books / Bookstores 

THE BOOK HOUSE IN DINKY-
TOWN. We buy books! Books for the 
academic, collector, and “common 
reader” since 1976. Open 7 days/wk, 
1316 4th St. S.E., 612-331-1430

Career Counseling & 
Resources 
BEGIN AGAIN COACHING. 
Feeling dissatisfied, under-recog-
nized, unfulfilled professionally? 
Want to bring more of YOU to your 
work? Freda Marver, MBA. Career 
/ Executive Coach. 612-922-4952.  
Freda@BeginAgainCoaching.com, 
BeginAgainCoaching.com

Chiropractors 
HEALTHWAYS CHIROPRACTIC, 
PA. Experienced, gentle care. Wom-
en’s and children’s health. Auto, work, 
sports injuries. Applied Kinesiology, 
exercise/rehab, nutrition. Accepts in-
surance. Dr. Judy St. Clair, 612-869-
7371, healthwayschiro.net

Classes/Seminars 

PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT CLASS. 
Learn to access and work with your 
soul’s gifts. Beginning February 19, 
2020. Wednesday evenings, Febru-
ary-November. Cindy Lehman, 612-
669-1861, cindy@cindylehman.com, 
cindylehman.com

ASPIRING WRITERS. Pursue your 
writing goals with Peter Blau at: The 
Loft Literary Center’s, “Personal 
Writing — Let’s Start Here,” Wednes-
day mornings from March 18 - April 
22 (loft.org or 612-379-8999) or St. 
Paul Community Ed’s “Exploring 
the Art of Personal Writing,” Mon-
day evenings from April 13 - May 11  
(commed.spps.org or 651-744-3072).

Coaching

HEART-BASED, INTUITIVE 
COACHING and life mentoring. 
Deep, soulful guidance and support 
using nature and forest therapy. Her-
on Diana, 612-205-6080, heron@ 
herondiana.com, herondiana.com

Counseling 

 
Safe  Place Safe  Passages 
Providing a safe place to explore life’s challenges  

Beth Ann Schumacher, MA 
Psychotherapist 

Personal Growth & Empowerment • Inner Conflict Resolution • Partnering  
• Relationships • Sexuality • Women’s Issues • Life Transitions  

• Spirituality • Parenting & more 

Confidential voice mail :  651-491-3377 
bethann@safeplacesafepassages.com 

www.safeplacesafepassages.com 
Two Metro Locations • Most insurances Accepted • Sliding Fee for Self—Payers  

Providing a safe place to explore life’s challenges

Beth Ann Schumacher, MA, LPCC,
Psychotherapist     

31-2 changes to titles

• Personal Growth & 
• Empowerment
• Partnering
• Life Transitions
• Inner Conflict Resolution
• Relationships
• Sexuality
• Women’s Issues
• Spirituality & More

651-491-3377

 

MOLLY NICHOLSON, MA, LPCC. 
Preferred One provider. LGBT Psy-
chotherapist. Feminist, Integrative 
Relational Counseling Approach. 
Offering a supportive place to ex-
plore loss, depression, anxiety, abuse, 
relationship struggles, and stress.  
612-702-4119, mollylpcc.com

Financial Services 

KAREN R. PALM, CPA, CFP. Tax 
preparation for individuals, business-
es, estates for over 30 years. Current 
and back taxes. Represent you with 
IRS and Revenue. 612-379-1393

Furniture 

CUSTOM SLIPCOVERS that fit 
like reupholstery Affordable Third 
Generation Quality! Fabric dis-
counted up to 40% off. By text or call 
612-280-1553, Free estimates online  
designersbestfriend.com

Your ad could be here!
MINNESOTA 
WOMEN’S PRESS

Shop with the advertisers who 
support your values. Tell them 
you saw their ad in

NEXT DEADLINE: Monday, Feb. 10, 5pm

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY advertisements
Run a boxed ad (1 or 2 inches) in a classified category. Contact us for 
more information, categories, deadlines, and rates.

LINE CLASSIFIED advertisements
Place your ad at womenspress.com. Click on Classified Ads. 
Prepayment is required for the amount of the entire run.  
$35 minimum. We bold and capitalize the first 2-3 words at no extra 
cost. Pay online with PayPal or mail check or Visa/MC info to Minnesota 
Women’s Press, 800 W. Broadway, Minneapolis, MN 55411 or call  
651-646-3968 with credit card info.

EMPLOYMENT 
advertisements
$2/word for print and online 
presence. $1/word for 
online-only ads. Minimum 
charge $50. Email your text 
to ads@womenspress.com. 
Include company name, 
address, contact person, and 
phone number. 

Ads are run in consecutive issues.
up to 25 words: $36/ad, 1-5 issues

up to 25 words: $26/ad, 6-12 issues
up to 50 words: $62/ad, 1-5 issues

up to 50 words: $47/ad, 6-12 issues

Ads are placed both in the magazine 
 and on the MWP website: womenspress.com  

For more info call 651-646-3968 or email ads@womenspress.com 

Claims for adjustment due to error must be made within 10 working days of ad posting. The Publisher will not be liable for slight changes or typographical 
errors that do not lessen the value of an advertisement. It is the responsibility of the advertiser to check the accuracy of the ad.

http://womenspress.com
http://bookwomen.net
mailto://books@bookwomen.net
http://msgreenjeans.net
mailto:judy@jrosebookkeeping.com
mailto:pburdette@burdettecpa.com
http://BurdetteCPA.com
mailto:karen@slettenlaw.com
http://slettenlaw.com
mailto:Freda@BeginAgainCoaching.com
http://BeginAgainCoaching.com
http://healthwayschiro.net
mailto:cindy@cindylehman.com
http://cindylehman.com
http://loft.org
http://commed.spps.org
http://herondiana.com
http://herondiana.com
http://safeplacesafepassages.com/
http://mollylpcc.com
http://designersbestfriend.com
https://womenspress.com/Content/Default/Default/Form-Content/Advertise-with-Us/-3/-3/1
http://www.womenspress.com
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Insurance

Davina M. Baldwin
763-535-4788
Auto • Home • Life 
Health • Business

www.davinabaldwin.com

33-4 CDRentals 

GEMUTLICH ONE-BEDROOM 
upper Craftsman duplex across from 
regional park w/bluff views of Missis-
sippi and Saint Paul. $850. Quiet own-
er-occupied lower. Thorough vetting. 
651-245-7804

Retreats / 
Retreat Centers 

SHIRE IN THE WOODS. Unique 
cottages. Wood-burning fireplaces. 
Walking trails. Labyrinth. Natural 
surroundings will nourish and re-
juvenate your soul! 320-592-0180, 
shireinthewoods@outlook.com,  
shireinthewoods.com

WRITERS! Join Loft instructor Peter 
Blau for a writing respite to awaken 
the writer in you. Saturday, May 30 
at Seagull Bay Motel in Bayfield, Wis-
consin or the weekend of August 15, 
16 at the Art Colony in Grand Mara-
is, Minnesota. For more information, 
visit WriteCreateCommunicate.com 
or contact Peter, 651-698-5615 or  
peterjblau@yahoo.com 

Spirituality 

COMPASSION OF CHRIST CATH-
OLIC COMMUNITY, pastored by 
womenpriests, liturgies on 1st, 3rd, 
5th Sundays of the month, 5 p.m., 22 
Orlin Ave. S.E., Minneapolis.

PERSONAL AND PROFESSION-
AL SUPPORT for unconventional 
people who want more productivity, 
meaning, and joy. 25% off first ses-
sion. Call or text 615-375-6673 or visit  
theunrulywoman.com

Spirituality
Continued 

SOUL READINGS / CLASSES. 
Soul Readings for clarity and guid-
ance. Psychic development class-
es to connect and live from your 
highest self. Cindy Lehman, 612- 
669-1861, cindy@cindylehman.com,  
cindylehman.com

Travel / Adventure 

COMO ROSE TRAVEL. Experience 
our personal attention helping you 
get the most out of your travels! Trips, 
tours, cruises, air tickets. Visit us at 
2190 Como Avenue, St. Paul, 651-646-
8855, david@comorose.com

WOMEN ON THE GROW: Travel 
company for adventurous women to 
off the beaten path places both do-
mestic and international. Come travel 
with us! womenonthegrow.us

Wanted 

REVISION RHINOPLASTY RE-
QUIRED. Help me rebuild my nose. 
Unabashed gratitude, Gail Heller, 
612-978-1771, gofundme.com/f/ 
revising-a-nose

Workshops 

WILD MEDICINAL HERB WORK-
SHOPS. Retreats: Northwoods’ 
Giving Ground: herbalist-guided 
trails, vegetarian comfort food, sweet 
lodgings; snowshoeing; actual medi-
cine-making three seasons. 218-848-
2302, givingground.com

Writers/Editing Services

YOU’RE A REBEL, write like one. 
LibbyCopa.com offers Rebel Writing 
Courses, manuscript consults, query 
letter consults, coaching, and editing 
services. Rebel. Write. Repeat. 

Classified Ads

Powerful, everyday readers 
like you are changing the 

world. Thank you.

M I NN ESOTA

M I NN E SOTA

WOMEN’S PR
ESS

WOMEN’S PR
ESS

Origins issue  |  w
omenspress.com  |  January 2020  |  Issue 36-1

Specialty Guides

• Camp

• Education

• New Years

Origin

Stories

Nimo Omar

Sun Yung Shin

Sheila O’Connor

Marcia Malzahn

Want this on 
your table 
without going 
out in the cold?

Subscribe at
womenspress.com

acquiring :

M I N N E S O T A

WOMEN’S PRESS
POWERFUL. EVERYDAY. WOMEN.

The yeaR of 
PoWeRful 
eveRyDay 
WoMeN

Economic Power
Entrepreneurial Strength
Equal Rights 

M I N N E S O T A

WOMEN’S PRESS
POWERFUL. EVERYDAY. WOMEN.

CaRegIvINg

CaRegIvINg Issue   WoMeNsPRess.CoM  May 2018  Issue 34-5

self CaRe

CalleD To syRIa

aboRTIoN Doulas

MN NuRses uNIoN 

M I N N ES OTA

WOMEN’S PRESS
POWERFUL. EVERYDAY. WOMEN.

politics Issue    womenspress.com   august 2018   Issue 34-8

Heating 

UP

Isabella Star LaBlanc: My Proposed Changes to Curriculum
Tess Galati: When I Arrived in America 
The Mining Debate: Votes & Trust & Money & Environment
Winona LaDuke on Pipelines

M I N N ES OTA

WOMEN’S PRESS
POWERFUL. EVERYDAY. WOMEN.

Identity Issue   |  womenspress.com   |  january 2019   |  Issue 35-1

Storytelling about
Gender Fluidity
Renewing Self 
Racial Borders

M I N N ES OTA

WOMEN’S PRESS

Visionaries Issue   |  womenspress.com   |  October 2019   |  Issue 35-10

Future 
Strategies 
and Fresh 
Perspectives

Specialty Guides
Money 
Education 
Health

V
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M I N N ES OTA

WOMEN’S PRESS

Turtle Island   |  womenspress.com   |  November 2019   |  Issue 35-11

Native Storytellers
Sarah Agaton Howes
Miigis Gonzalez
Linda LeGarde Grover
Marcie Rendon
Christine Stark
Diane Wilson

Specialty Guides
Pets 
Holiday 
Giving

Voices from 
Turtle Island

M I N N ES OTA

WOMEN’S PRESS
POWERFUL. EVERYDAY. WOMEN.

Feminisms Issue   |  womenspress.com   |  March 2019   |  Issue 35-3

Feminisms

Women Using Power
Peggy Flanagan
Angela Conley
Kim Bartmann
Anika Bowie
Women in Trades 
Also: Decluttering,  
Green Burial, Camps

Sports & Adventure Issue  |  womenspress.com  |  May 2019  |  Issue 35-5

Sports & 
Adventure

51 Days in the Wild  
Surfing Lake Superior 
Outdoor Afro
Vixen Football
 
Specialty Guide: Kids

M I N N ES OTA

WOMEN’S PRESS

Als

o in this issue

M I N N ES OTA

WOMEN’S PRESS

War & peace Issue   |  womenspress.com   |  June 2019   |  Issue 35-6

War & 
Peace

Melissa Olson:
Stolen Childhoods 

Winona LaDuke: 
The Next Economy 

Sen. Sandy Pappas 
on the Middle East  

Weapons of War:  
Rape, Agent Orange
 
Specialty Guides:  
LGBTQ+, Travel,  
Elder Care

M I N N ES OTA

WOMEN’S PRESS

Transformation Issue   |  womenspress.com   |  July 2019   |  Issue 35-7

Transformation

Mary Johnson-Roy
Helps Mothers Heal

Voices From:
 Roxxanne O'Brien

Kelly Holstine 
 Nelsie Yang 

Abortion Rights

Native Women's Art

Specialty Guides:  
Health, Buy Local  

Minnesota Women’s Press is the 
longest continuously printed  

feminist publication in the U.S. 

You have seen our recent progress
2018: New look, new voices

2019: New website, deeper MWP Conversations

We are seeking partnerships with donors, 
grantors, investors, and sponsors. 

We also are asking for readers’ help to support  
the 2020 Storyteller Fund.

womenspress.com/subscribe-donate

Please support where we are going
2020: Statewide storytelling and visibility

2021: Deeper content development
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food

Action = Dining Out

In 2015, a local publication photographed an entirely male 
— and almost all white — line-up for the cover of their 
“Best Restaurants" issue. While the issue included several 

profiles of woman-led establishments, it failed to acknowledge 
them on the cover. The magazine responded saying there was 
only room for 12 chefs at the photo shoot, and thus they were 
forced to choose the best of the best to include on the cover. 

In response, 22 women restaurateurs wrote an open letter 
published by the Star Tribune. "We pledge to hold the media 
accountable. We are committed to fostering the development 
of our diverse and talented young food industry workers for 
the next generation. It takes a village.” 

For this magazine, we sent out a call for women-led 
restaurateurs, women chefs, and food-related entrepreneurs. 
We welcome others — especially those in Greater Minnesota 
— for our online list. Send your suggestions to editor@
womenspress.com with the owner, name of establishment, 
address, and website. 

Restaurants
• Barbette (Mpls.) — Kim Bartmann
• Birchwood Café (Mpls.) — Tracy Singleton
• The Bird (Mpls.) — Kim Bartmann
• Book Club (Mpls.) — Kim Bartmann
• Bread & Pickle (Mpls.) — Kim Bartmann
• Broders’ Pasta Bar (Mpls.) — Molly Broder
• Buttered Tin (St. Paul) — Alicia Heinz
• Dusty’s Bar (Mpls.) — Carrie McCabe
• Eastside Eat + Drink (Mpls.) — Jamie Malone
• Fig & Farro (Mpls.) — Michelle Courtright
• Gigi’s Café (Mpls.) — Kim Bartmann
• Grand Café (Mpls.) — Jamie Malone
• Hai Hai (Mpls.) — Christina Nguyen
• Hello Pizza (Edina) — Anne Kim
• Hola Arepa (Mpls.) — Christina Nguyen
• Dulceria Bakery (Mpls.) — Dulce Monterrubia
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Susan Brown, owner of Mademoiselle Miel
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• Lat 44 (Golden Valley) — Ann Ahmed
• The Lynhall (Mpls.) — Anne Spaeth 
and Annette Colon
• Mortimer’s (Mpls.) — Carrie McCabe
• Nightingale (Mpls.) — Carrie McCabe
• O’Cheeze (St. Paul) — Haley Fritz
• Pat’s Tap (Mpls.) — Kim Bartmann
• Patisserie 46 (Mpls.) — Elizabeth Rose
• Pizzeria Lola (Mpls.)— Anne Kim
• Red Stag Supperclub (Mpls.) — Kim 
Bartmann
• Rose Street Patisserie (St. Paul) — 
Elizabeth Rose
• Tiny Diner (Mpls.) — Kim Bartmann
• Trapeze (Mpls.) — Kim Bartmann
• Wendy’s House of Soul (Mpls.) — 
Wendy Puckett
• Young Joni (Mpls.) — Anne Kim

Food-based business owners
• Chef Shack Catering — Lisa Carlson 
and Carrie Summer
• Chelles’ Kitchen — Lachelle 
Cunningham
• Chowgirls Killer Catering — Heidi 
Andermack and Amy Lynn Brown 
• Eat for Equity — Emily Torgrimson
• Fabulous Catering — Eden Fitzgerald 
and Dawn Drouillard
• Gustola Granola — Angie Gustafson
• House of Gristle — Jametta Raspberry
• House of Halva — Elizabeth Kadosh
• Isadore Nuts — Tasya Kelen
• Mademoiselle Miel — Susan Brown
• Peace Coffee — Lee Wallace
• Spinning Wylde — Tevy Phan-Smith
• Superior Switchel — Melina Lamer

Brewing
• Bang Brewing (St. Paul) — Sandy Bos 
Febbo
• Twin Spirits (Mpls.) — Michelle 
Winchester
• Urban Growler (St. Paul) — Deb Loch 
and Jill Pavlak
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Christina Nguyen, owner of Hai Hai and Hola Arepa

Don’t forget to visit our directory of women-focused 
businesses at womenspress.com
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